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FOR IMMEDITALY RELEASE 

CPS Hires Corey Payne to Develop Service and Rental 
Department 

Norris, TN – March 1, 2021– CPS is pleased to announce the hiring of Corey Payne as the CPS Service and 
Rental Manager. He will be managing the new business unit covering service, rental and technical training 
support. Payne is joining CPS during a growth period where CPS is expanding their sales force, tripling in 
size.  

Over the years, Payne has substantiated his knowledge and expertise through his experience in the diagnosis and 
repair of various electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic systems commonly found on equipment within this industry. 
His experience also includes starting a Knoxville based service and distribution facility, within the concrete 
polishing industry, from the ground up and grew the business and brand substantially in his territory by integrity, 
excellent customer service, and quality workmanship.  

Payne will be responsible for growing the CPS Service and Rental department through supporting contractors by 
servicing equipment repairs including, but not limited to, all brand types of floor grinding and polishing equipment, 
shot blasters, generators and much more. He also has an extensive knowledge of diamond tooling and polishing 
techniques. “We are extremely excited to have Corey Payne on board at CPS. His ability to fix any and everything 
helps CPS be able to service ALL contractors whether they have CPS equipment or not!”, says Dustin Thomas, 
Marketing and Inside Sales Manager. 

Service and Rental Manager 
Corey Payne – 
(865) 216-4069 
Corey.payne@go2cps.com  

PR Contact 
Dustin Thomas - Marketing & Insides Sales Manager 
(865) 254-6611 
Dustin.Thomas@go2cps.com 

About Concrete Polishing Solutions (CPS) 
CPS is the market leader in the manufacturing of propane concrete floor grinding and polishing equipment. CPS also manufactures a full range of 
proprietary diamond tooling for coatings removal, floor preparation, floor polishing and concrete floor maintenance. Recent developments 
include the CPS Rover VacPac, which is a fully self-contained, remote control, ride-on propane floor grinder with integrated, OSHA compliant 
dust extractor. For more information, visit http://www.go2cps.com  
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